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The writing on the wall 
The streets of Monot speak in Rima Saab’s latest exhibition 
Farrah Zughni 

  
“Everyone has a wall in front of his face,” reflects Rima Saab, a 41-year-old Lebanese artist, while discussing her latest 
exhibition, Rue Monot.

 Showing until February 20 at the Centre Culturel Francais, her production, a mix of painting and photos, features the 
closed blinds, iron gates and cement buildings that occupy the Beirut neighborhood, thoughtfully suggesting the 
opposite to also be true – that every wall has a face.

While her vibrant pieces betray the author’s fondness for the well-known commercial district, Rue Monot hardly 
presents its namesake through rose-tinted glasses.  Instead, Saab cuts directly to the eyesores that so many ignore in 
their daily encounters and instinctively filter away from memory.  The dirt, the rubble, the scaffolding of new 
monoliths in their early stages, the pathetic remnants of once proud homes; Monot’s awkward realities stand front and 
center in her work.

While this theme has been relentlessly explored by other artists in the past, Saab offers her own take.  Since Monot
Street functions on numerous levels – serving as a bustling commercial district, a center for urban nightlife and the site
of contestation between modern development and Lebanon’s architectural tradition – Saab’s utilization of a variety of 
mediums, from traditional oil and acrylic paintings to mixed media and digital prints, captures the complex realities of
the district.

One piece, entitled “Beauty of Time”, mainly features a large, dilapidated concrete wall.  A trace of a tree’s leaves 
peek over the barrier’s top while its base is outlined by a crumbled sidewalk.

Yet for Saab, this typical scene is anything but typical. The discoloration and grime on the wall dance with shadows
from the trees and the sun’s light, creating a spectacular burst of color.

Though she finds beauty in the antiquated structures that will soon be replaced in Beirut’s controversial reconstruction 
effort, Saab’s work does not weigh in on the national debate.  Rather, she explains that Rue Monot is “…my own point 
of view, rather than a political statement.”
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When pressed further, Saab defended her stance, even in the case of one particular print, which appears to mourn 
Monot’s transformation.  Featuring a number of unoccupied buildings, bound and gagged by bricks, it is easy to initially 
interpret the digital piece named “Nominated for destruction” as a condemnation.  “No,” she says. “It’s poetic.  
Everything changes.  [We must] accept change.”

Another significant image, “Fragile moment” captures the intricate encounters among strangers on the street.  Walking 
passed a wall plastered with shredded flyers, a woman in a red coat pierces onlookers with her intense gaze. 
  
Whether her stare is malicious, fearful or curious is not evident. “This moment,” Saab says, “is a fragile moment – 
when you are about to shout or to turn your head and walk away.”

Unlike many of her peers, Saab was unaware of her artistic talents as a young adult.  In fact, after earning an 
Engineering degree from the American University of Beirut, she worked in the field for many years.  Though Saab has 
not looked back since she discovered her true passion, she admits that her focus on wires and other technical elements 
is probably influenced from her early career.

Such influence is best captured in pieces like the digital photo “Tree mkahrabeh”.  In this image, a road dotted with 
little shops winds in the background while a single tree stands prominently at the front.

Bolted to its trunk, an electrical apparatus has come apart, splaying blue and red wires like blood vessels from a 
beating heart.  In addition to being visually striking, Saab intended this piece to be a nod toward the environmental 
questions that are gaining prominence in Lebanese society.

Rue Monot will remain on display for a further three weeks and is definitely a worthwhile visit for both those well-
acquainted with the neighborhood and visitors as well.  As Saab herself put it, “This is a time when Beirut is taking on 
new clothes,” and her exhibition provides a front seat of the transformation.
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